SODIR OVEN

PREHEATING:







Select temperature by rotating the thermostat knob clockwise to desired temperature setting.
Turn the timer knob that also acts as an [ON/OFF] switch clockwise to the maximum setting (120 min) or set timer
at continuous position marked by a hand icon on the timer dial.
Both indicator lights (green and red) will be lit.
The red light will stay on until the oven reaches the desired temperature.
The green light will stay on until the timer reaches the indicated time setting.
Allow up to 20 minutes for the preheating process.

COOKING:







Select the desired cooking or baking temperature (unless it is already set).
turn the timer knob clockwise to select the time setting.
The red light will stay on until the oven reaches the desired temperature.
When the set time is elapsed, the heating element and the blower fan will be switched off and the green indicator
light will go out.
At the end of the cooking cycle, the timer produces repetitive buzzing signal until it is depressed.
The timer can be used in continuous mode. To do so, turn the timer counterclockwise from the 0 position.

COOLING DOWN:




Turn the regulating thermostat knob counterclockwise to any position between 0 and the first temperature position
marked 200 F.
Turn the timer knob to select the appropriate time setting or to continuous mode.
It is not necessary to keep the door partially open to operate the oven in its “cool down” mode.

CLEAN UP:
Always ensure that the oven is disconnected from the main power supply before cleaning.







Allow the oven to cool before cleaning.
Remove the baking wire racks and clean them separately using a damp cloth or sponge.
Do not use abrasive sponge on exterior or interior surfaces.
Do not wash oven under running water.
Do not spray the exterior motor housing with any liquid.
Do not allow water to drip into the motor housing or onto electrical component.

SPECS:




Electrical power required: 120 volts, 1500 watts, 14 amps.
Interior Dimensions: 14 ½”D x 18 ½”W x 13”H
Exterior Dimensions: 23”D x 23”W x 27”H
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